
NJGC Meeting @ Chez Stevens – Sunday, 5th December 2004, 13:00 – 15:00   
 
9 Guitarists, 1 AT Instructor present:  
  
Mark B., Jonathan B., Karl B., Terry K., Stephanie K., Jim L., Rick M., Tom R., David S., and 
Leslie S. 
 
The final meeting of The New Jersey Guitar Circle (this incarnation).  Although we agreed a few 
weeks ago via email that this phase of our work together has completed, we all felt the need to 
acknowledge our work together physically (most of the action since 1999 – although the circle 
officially began meeting in 1998), at a face to face meeting.    
 
Practice of Doing Nothing: 
 
1:00 PM:  We meet in the circle without guitars for a 30 minute sitting. 
 
Work: 
  
1:35 PM:  Jonathan presents the Buddha and we tune.   
 
Next, a circulation is launched to the left.  Various tempos and themes emerge all while 
Stephanie works around the outer circle.  As one circulation fades, another one is launched … 
and again, a third.  One of circulations (I believe the 2nd one), was initiated using harmonics. 
 
1:50 PM: Terry asks Tom if he has any final remarks (Tom needs to depart ~2PM to catch a 
flight). Tom mentions emails circa 1999 re: directions to Pottersville and comments about the 
clock on the wall.   
 
Rick then suggests we play ‘One of a Thousand Regrets’, since it’s the first piece of work we 
undertook. Leslie leads us in. 
 
2:04 PM: Terry asks everyone to draw attention to our left foot … and declares the NJGC ended.   
 
Post Work: 
 
So much energy … then a big release.  Leslie asks that everyone adjourn to her family room for 
some group photos followed by refreshments (a lovely Chocolate Cherry Cake that had ‘Finis 
NJGC’ written on the top). Tom departs for Newark Airport (following the photo session).  
 
Much laughter, catching up with each other and some discussion re: various futures.   
            
3:00 PM: We depart our separate ways. Good work from this team. RIP 
 
Many Regards, 
 
RMM 


